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Horological
History:

Fact or Fiction?

TAG Heuer and “Its”
Oscillating Pinion
By Philip Poniz (NJ)

In this new column—“Horological History: Fact or
Fiction?”—leading horological expert Philip Poniz reveals
the truth about a surprising number of commonly
accepted historical “facts.” Several long-held attributions
of horological discoveries will be examined, questioned,
and proven inaccurate in light of evidence now uncovered.
Venture into the darker side of horology’s past and explore
the false claims that have been accepted for too long.
This is the first in a series of at least 12 Fact or Fiction
articles that will analyze questionable horological
claims voiced by companies or individuals. This article
examines TAG Heuer’s claim to be the inventor of an
important device employed in chronographs, the so-called
oscillating pinion. In 1985, the holding company TAG
Group (Techniques d’Avant Garde) purchased the watch
manufacturer Heuer. Among collectors, Heuer and now
TAG Heuer are known for their chronograph watches and
especially for their association with motorsport. Part of the
Heuer brand and legend is that they were the “inventor”
of the oscillating pinion, which is one of the most
foundational innovations in chronograph watchmaking.

Figure 1. TAG Heuer Calibre 1887 commemorating the 1887
oscillating pinion patent.
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On numerous websites and in many publications, you can
find the following statement or similar ones to the same
effect:
In 1887, TAG Heuer patented one of the most
important innovations in watchmaking: the
famous oscillating pinion, used to this day
by leading manufacturers in the production
of mechanical chronographs. With this
breakthrough invention, TAG Heuer became the
reference standard in chronographs and timing
instruments for high-level sports.1
Or you might find this one:
1886-1887 Tag Heuer invents the oscillating
pinion. Major improvement in the
chronograph industry: TAG Heuer invented
the famous “oscillating pinion” for mechanical
chronographs.2
To commemorate the patent, Tag Heuer even named one
of their movements Calibre 1887 (Figure 1). Interestingly,
it was designed by Seiko. Actually, contrary to the
official TAG Heuer website and Wikipedia, Heuer’s first
oscillating pinion patent protection started on December
24, 1886 (Figure 2).3 Consequently, the above Cal. 1887
in Figure 1 should have been named Calibre 1886.

Figure 2. An excerpt from Heuer’s French patent.
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What Is an Oscillating Pinion?

Although it has its faults, such as the additional
side shake and nonuniform meshing, the system is
inexpensive, takes little space, the activation delay
is slightly shorter, and for some applications, such
as minute registers, is excellent. It has been used by
chronograph manufacturers extensively.5

There are two types of oscillating pinions:
1. One is securely held on both ends, constantly
changing the direction of the rotation. The French
call it the double pignon oscillant. Some of the
early automobile wipers were based on this idea,
as well as some of the early hand-driven washing
machines. The earliest use of this concept that I
am familiar with was by John Contrell, who in
1860 patented such a washing machine.

Edouard Heuer and the Oscillating Pinion
Edouard Heuer applied for a patent of the oscillating
pinion idea in France (December 24, 1886 [Figure 5]),
Germany (February 6, 1887 [Figure 6]), and the United
States a year later (February 14, 1888 (Figures 7 and 8).

2. Another type of oscillating pinion is securely
held on one end only, while the opposite end can
be rocked a bit, making it as easy to apply as a
geared clutch. Therefore, it is a convenient device
for chronographs.

Heuer claimed the following:

A chronograph must have a device to engage and
disengage the train from the sweep second hand, like a
car, engaging and disengaging the motor from the wheels.
An oscillating pinion is one form of such clutch.4
It consists of an arbor with one or two gears. The
oscillating pivot runs in a movable rocker or a springloaded lever controlled by a column wheel, which, in
turn, is controlled by a push button projecting from the
case. The rocker can slightly rock the pinion away or
toward the chronograph wheel, engaging or disengaging
the chronograph hand (Figures 3 and 4).

The first mentioned arbor [the chronograph
arbor] may be stopped or started by disengaging
therefrom or engaging therewith the pinion which
revolves it by means of a lever in which one end of
the arbor of said pinion is journaled. This pinion
is preferably operated from the Second-wheel.6
Even if slightly convoluted, it is a description of an
oscillating arbor.
Heuer was a Swiss yet he could not seek patent protection
in his own country. Switzerland was just in the process
of establishing its patent office. The first Swiss patent
protections were granted only at the end of 1888.
Therefore, he tried to patent it in France, Germany, and
in the United States. The Swiss patent office was open

Figure 3. Oscillating pinion disengaged, chronograph not working.
Figure 5. Heuer’s oscillating pinion, as shown in his 1886 French
patent.

Figure 4. Oscillating pinion engaged, chronograph running.
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Figure 6. Details of Heuer’s German patent for the oscillating pinion
of 1887.
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for business in less than a year after Heuer obtained the
U.S. patent. He could have then filed the same papers for
protection in his own country but he did not. Or did he?
Interestingly, one of the very first Swiss patents ever
issued was to Heuer. Patent No. 9, for a repeating system,
was granted to him on December 1, 1888 (Figure 9). The
obvious question is why, when he filed for his repeater,
did he not also file for protection of his chronograph
idea? Or if he did, why was it not granted?

Pre-Heuer Oscillating Pinions
Let’s take a look back to try to discover the true story
behind the oscillating pinion. The idea of the oscillating

pinion might go back to ancient Greece. Several years ago
in Greece, I saw a traditional device like this for making
holes in large stones. The drill was gearless—it worked by
friction but on the oscillating arbor principle. I was told
that it had very old roots. Taking into consideration the
sophistication of the Antikythera7 instrument, dating over
two millennia, it should not be a surprise.8
The well-documented existence of such an idea has been
known for over half a millennium! In the past, it used to
be part of an everyday kitchen tool–the roasting jack. A
revolving roast spit is nothing else but a hand-controlled
oscillating pinion (Figure 10)! When needed, a spit could
be lifted and disengaged.

Figure 9. Heuer’s repeater, as shown in his Swiss patent applied for
on November 15, 1888.

Figure 7. Heuer’s chronograph system.

Figure 8. Heuer’s oscillating pinion from the U.S. patent.
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Figure 10. Roasting jack with three roasting spits in the form
of oscillating arbors. Observe that fusees were used not only in
horology but also in gastronomy. FROM OPERA DI BARTOLOMEO SCAPPI,
VENICE, 1570.
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For the application of the oscillating
pinion idea to horology, we can go as
far back as a quarter of a millennium.
An idea of an arbor that can be
tilted at will to engage/disengage a
mechanical system had been known
in horology from the middle of the
18th century. For instance, southern
Italian 18th-century clocks (in Naples
and Palermo mostly) had such a
device for their striking mechanisms.
One pivot was in a bushing and the
other was free to move back and forth
in a slot made in the front plate to
engage/disengage striking (Figure
11).

The Oscillating Pinion
and Chronographs

Figure 11. Oscillating arbor used in a clockstriking mechanism, signed Gennaro Lista,
Naples, ca. 1750.

Figure 12. Frédéric Rötig’s chronograph
mechanism with an oscillating pinion. From
his 1869 French patent.

Now, let’s get to what really interests
us here—the application of the
oscillating pinion to the chronographs.
In 1869, Frenchman Frédéric Rötig,9
from Havre, asked for and was
granted French patent protection for
an oscillating pinion (Figure 12).10
It was a direct application of a roast
spit into horology, 17 years before
Heuer. The patent specification did
not provide for the return-to-zero
function, which was not patentable,
and therefore was not worth including
in the drawing. In his watches,
though, he did have the return-to-zero
function, as in the one shown in Figure
13. When I examined the watch in
2004, it worked surprisingly well.
Let’s move to Heuer’s motherland,
Switzerland. Somehow a similar
Figure 13. Actual movement by Frédéric Rötig, with his patented oscillating pinion and returnsystem to Rötig’s, also with an
to-zero provision. PHOTO COURTESY OF ANTIQUORUM.
oscillating pinion, was patented by
Heuer’s countrymen, the Henchoz
brothers from Le Locle. A British
Louis Audemars, a most skillful watchmaker, used the
patent was granted to these brothers on June 20, 1887.
oscillating pinion in his watches as early as 1880. He used
them either when there was no room because of other
The Henchoz brothers made thousands of mediumquality chronographs based on this patent. Unlike
complications or for minute registers. No. 13054 from
Heuer, when the Swiss patent office was opened, the
1882 is such an example (Figures 14 and 15).
brothers also applied for the protection in their country
Daniel Aubert, the author of the monumental three(patent No. 207), which was granted on February 8, 1889.
volume Montres et horlogers exceptionnels de la Vallée
Here, the idea of an oscillating pinion was applied
de Joux concurred in 1993:
directly to the chronograph arbor, which simplified the
Ami Lecoultre, Brassus & Ceneva. He produces
system (at the cost of accuracy). The Henchoz brothers’
[watches] with the help of watchmakers both at
patent was granted due to this simplification.
their homes and in his workshops. Chronographs
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Figure 14. Louis
Audemars watch
from 1882, with
oscillating pinion.

are his specialty and he is constantly on the lookout
for new creations. We owe him the invention of the
oscillating pinion chronograph, and several patent
applications that crown his success.11

PHOTO COURTESY OF
CROTT AUCTIONS.

The opinion was echoed by Jacques Frédéric Piguet,
the past owner of Blancpain and the heir to the Piguet
business created by Louis-Elisée Piguet. Jacques Frédéric
Piguet resonated the same belief as Aubert, while writing
about the Piguet family:
Charles Ami LeCoultre continues his activity
with the help of watchmakers both at home
and in his workshops, we are in debt to him
for the invention of the oscillating pinion for
chronographs, but his reputation is made by
his famous split-seconds chronograph with the
lightning hand (foudroyante).12
Even more convincing is a statement of Marcel Piguet
who, in 1895, in his Histoire de l’horlogerie a la Vallee
de Joux, wrote, “Ami Lecoultre-Piguet, in Le Brassus, is
the inventor of the oscillating pinion chronograph, it is as
simple as it is perfect.” Piguet must have known Heuer’s
patent, which was granted only seven years before the
publication, yet, unequivocally, he gave the priority to
Ami Lecoultre.
Apparently, neither of them was familiar with the
Frenchman, Frédéric Rötig. It is safe to presume that
they were familiar with their countryman Edouard Heuer
and still gave Ami Lecoultre the priority over Heuer.13
Whether Ami Lecoultre invented the oscillating pinion
or not, the fact remains that there are a number of his
watches with oscillating pinions around14 (Figure 16).
An obvious question comes up: why did none of the above
apply for a patent? The answer is also obvious, because
the oscillating pinion had been known before; they just
applied it to their different mechanisms.

Figure 15. Part of the movement from Figure 14, showing the
oscillating pinion. PHOTO COURTESY OF CROTT AUCTIONS.

Figure 16. Ami Lecoultre’s oscillating pinion. PHOTO COURTESY OF
ANTIQUORUM.
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There is an interesting document corroborating this
notion. Bernard Reber was a manufacturer in Le Locle,
Switzerland. While applying for a patent on November
15, 1888, for a repeating mechanism combined with a
chronograph based on an oscillating pinion (Figure 17), he
stated, “… as well as the chronograph mechanism which
I usually combine with the repeater, but which is not the
subject of this patent application”15 (emphasis added).
Reber explicitly said that the oscillating pinion was not
a subject of his claim. Why? Because it must have been
clear to him that the oscillating pinion had been invented
before and a patent would not have been granted.
If Heuer applied for patent protection for the oscillating
pinion in Switzerland, most likely he would have been
rejected. The Swiss horological patent inspectors knew
more watch history, especially Swiss watch history, than
their American or German counterparts.
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Comments on Heuer’s German Patent
One can, sort of, understand the Americans and why they
granted patent protection to Heuer in 1888; Rötig applied
the oscillating pinion directly to the chronograph hand,
while Heuer presented American inspectors with a more
logical, indirect application. There were no Americans
making chronographs with oscillating pinions at that
time. The patent inspectors might have been unaware
of the patented as well as unpatented oscillating pinion
chronographs existing in Europe that were based on the
indirect application.
The French only gave him a note registering his idea, “at his
own risk, and without guarantee, either of reality, novelty
or description.”16 After all, they had granted another patent
for the oscillating pinion, 17 years before, to Rötig.
To understand why the Germans granted Heuer a patent
in 1887 is much harder. The puzzling aspect of Heuer’s
German patent is the fact that seven years earlier, Adolph
Lange, a German, began producing chronographs with
oscillating arbors. He installed them in some of his
quarter repeaters (Figure 18).17 He made at least 62 of
them, starting in 1880 with No. 14392.18 It appears that
the German patent inspectors were not aware of them.
Lange did not patent it, most likely, because he knew, like
his Swiss counterparts, that it was not patentable. He was
not shy to patent; along with his son, Richard, they had
over 60 patents to their names. If they felt that they could
have patented the oscillating pinion without making it look
like plagiarism, they would have submitted an application.
Apparently, in their minds, submitting an application for a
patent for the oscillating pinion was not acceptable.

Figure 17. Bernard Reber’s chronograph/repeater design with an
oscillating pinion (from his patent application).
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The Most Surprising Aspect of the
Oscillating Pinion Story
What is generally called a modern chronograph was
first presented by Adolphe Nicole19 at the 1862 London
Exposition. He was granted a UK patent on May 14 of the
same year (Figure 19). Soon after the invention, Nicole
began making chronographs with split seconds based
on an oscillating pinion. It must have still been in the
1860s, because watches exist from 1870 and 1871 that are
equipped with an oscillating pinion. Figure 20 shows one
of them. It is from John Poole, No. 4961, and it was made
before 1875 with the ebauche from Nicole & Capt, which is
typical for them in an oscillating pinion construction. Those
chronographs were used by Dent, Frodsham, and others.
They are constructed in the very same way as Heuer’s
design specifies, even if executed over a decade before his
patent. The oscillating pinion chronograph was made from
almost the very beginning of the chronograph’s existence,
by the chronograph’s creator himself!20
Around 1880, Nicole’s company improved the system.
Figure 21 shows his chronograph with London hallmarks
from 1883–84. Heuer’s design looks strikingly similar to it.
It is clear that the oscillating pinion had existed—both
outside and inside horology—before Heuer and that it
was used by a number of watchmakers prior to Heuer.
Assuming that Heuer applied for a Swiss patent, it is easy
to imagine that the Swiss patent inspectors, who were

Figure 18. Lange’s oscillating pinion chronograph built on a quarter
repeater.
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more familiar with Swiss watches than their American
counterparts, flatly rejected it.21
We could give Heuer the benefit of the doubt that he
might have not been aware that the system had been
known before. On the other hand, the Swiss had no
problem taking ideas from each other. A German
correspondent to the 1881 horological exhibition in La
Chaux-de-Fonds reported: “So many potential exhibitors
refrained from doing so [exhibiting] because they feared
that their inventions, their original, own products
would be imitated and easily exploited by others. For
these reasons, the exhibition commission in Chaux-deFonds had to struggle with great difficulties to get good
[watchmakers] for the event.”22

Conclusion: Fact or Fiction?
The only innovation in Heuer’s design was his return-tozero cam (Figure 22). And this refers to his later design
only; the one in the French application had a typical heart
shape (Figure 23).23
The idea of the oscillating pinion was known as far back as
the 1500s (the roast spit) and its application to horology
was known in the mid-1700s (southern Italian clocks).

Figure 19. Adolphe Nicole’s drawing for his 1862 chronograph
patent.

The most astonishing element of the story is the fact that
the application of the oscillating pinion to chronographs
was first used by the very inventor of the chronograph
very soon after the invention (1862)! Subsequently, it
was used by watchmakers in the UK, France, Germany,
and Switzerland for over 20 years in their chronographs
before being “re-invented” by Heuer in 1886.
TAG Heuer’s claim as the inventor of the oscillating
pinion, or the claim to be the first one who applied it to
chronographs, is pure fiction.

TAG Heuer’s Response
A draft of the article was sent to TAG Heuer to give
the company a chance to comment. We received the
following reply:

Figure 20. John Poole (Nicole & Capt) from ca. 1875 with an
oscillating pinion.

Edouard Heuer’s patents on the oscillating
pinion do not claim the oscillating pinion as such,
but the specific configuration of a subassembly
(notably including an oscillating pinion), which
is the one that has been broadly used in modern
chronographs until today. All patents granted
on such invention have been validly granted and
TAG Heuer contests any statement or claim to the
contrary.
I sent the following response:
You are right that Heuer’s patents do not claim
the invention of the oscillating pinion as such.
The article does not claim to the contrary. The
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Figure 21. Nicole Nielsen 1883-84 chronograph with oscillating
pinion. PHOTO COURTESY OF CARSTEN ANTIK.
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article centers on TAG Heuer’s
public statements claiming
the invention of the oscillating
pinion, such as, for example,…
“in 1887, TAG Heuer patented
one of the most important
innovations in watchmaking: the
famous oscillating pinion” (from
your 2008 catalog).
Your second assertion that
Heuer’s patents claim “the
specific configuration of a
subassembly (notably including
an oscillating pinion)” is
Figure 22. Heuer’s return-to-zero cam
Figure 23. Heuer’s return-to-zero cam
from his German and U.S. patents.
from his first (French) patent.
also correct. More precisely,
the patents claim a certain
connection between the going
4. There is an exception found mostly in Leopold
train and the chronograph subassembly. The
Huguenin independent dead seconds chronographs.
article does not negate it either. It merely points
See the NAWCC Forums, https://mb.nawcc.org/
out that identical connections with identical
threads/surprisingly-good-watches-by-unheraldedsubassemblies had been used by Adolph Lange six
makers-a-very-unusual-chronograph.168583/.
years before Heuer’s and, even more ironically,
by the very inventor of the chronograph, Adolphe
5. There are many in addition to the ones mentioned in
Nicole, about twenty years before Heuer’s.
the article: Charles Piguet, Piguet brothers, Henchoz
brothers, Ulysse Nardin, Girard Perregaux, Louis
If you have any specific concerns or see any
Elisée Piguet, Jules Jürgensen, Stauffer, Valjoux,
factual errors please let us know.
Lugrin, Lemania, Dent, Frodsham, and Smith & Sons.
As of this article going to print, we have not received a
And there are many more in the second half of the
reply.
20th century and a few in this century.
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